
Global Tourism Resilience Day: Celebrating the recovery of tourism 
post pandemic

Two weeks ago, the United Nations 
declared February 17 as International 
Tourism Resilience Day to be recognized 
annually, starting this month. This 
dedication acknowledges how the 
tourism industry has been affected  

READ MORE

Through the development of training package and crisis navigator (Intellectual Output 3) 

we aim to provide SMEs, tourism networks and VET tourism providers with access to an 

innovative learning model that can be incorporated into their business operations so that 

they may expand their current offer in the topic of early detection of crisis management.

The teaching model centered around navigating and managing the challenges businesses 

face with crisis management is divided into three phases and presented over nine different 

modules. Each phase gives the user the required knowledge and analysis of the necessary 

action taken in handling various crises.
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We will be meeting in Germany this April to review the results of the pilot testing of the 

two sets of modules created and how this feedback has been incorporated into the 

module design, discuss the upcoming organization of the regional workshops along with 

the release of the modules intended for the tourism business community, and finally, 

evaluate how we can improve promotional activities to drive traffic to the website so 

potential users can experience the many resources provided.

Navigating Tourism Crisis Recovery project:
approaching the end of the journey 
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Project Partners

A good place to start is reviewing the Needs Analysis of the project. It will give you a 

good overview of the project. We are not expecting you to look at all of the parts, but if 

you could pick one of them and give us feedback with answering a few questions by 

clicking on this link:

The next step is to look at the HEI Curriculum (See here). The package consists of nine 

modules. We would like you to pick one module for reviewing and again, answer a few 

questions by clicking on this link:

Do you want to collaborate in the pilot testing?
Providing your review is relatively easy

FILL OUT THE SURVEY

FILL OUT THE SURVEY

https://www.tourismrecovery.eu/
https://www.tourismrecovery.eu/global-tourism-resilience-day/
https://forms.office.com/pages/responsepage.aspx?id=Dl_6CRghVkaFKWd-2P2-eIZ3Kb3K02hFhkgZEwo8OsVUODdXUFBRT0YwOFMzRUlaWkFJNFc4VFVQVS4u
https://forms.office.com/pages/responsepage.aspx?id=Dl_6CRghVkaFKWd-2P2-eIZ3Kb3K02hFhkgZEwo8OsVURUswNFA3SVY2RVpFQUlQQUYyQ1g2T09MRi4u
https://www.uhi.ac.uk/en/
https://momentumconsulting.ie/
https://www.euei.dk/
https://thevisionworks.de/
https://www.unak.is/
https://www.funiber.org/
https://www.facebook.com/tourismcrisisrecovery
https://www.tourismrecovery.eu/global-tourism-resilience-day/



